This work investigates the politeness strategies of the so-called provisional agreement document in Jordanian context. It shows that such a document maintains several politeness strategies that help resolve any tension between the parties involved. It reflects that politeness is not meant only to elevate the communication between people but also it is an important clue in cataloguing this communication when it occurs in situations where the relationship between the two interlocutors is doomed by tragic event such as murder or car accidents.
Introduction
The provisional agreement of intent for tribal reconciliation or the so called (ʔaṭwah) is a traditional practice that occurs in social contexts during the course of everyday life. This line of agreement as such starts when a problem arises between two or more different tribes. The perpetrator's family resorts to a tribe chief who belongs to a different tribe and asks him to intermediate between the conflicting parties to settle up the conflict. The problem starts when a car accident occurs and results in casualties either when two cars collide with each other, or when a car runs over someone. Thus, the process of reconciliation commences when the perpetrator or his family seeks (ʔaṭwah) via a well-reputable mediator from another tribe and asks him to intermediate between the two dissenting parties to settle down the conflict. Traditionally, if the perpetrator does not seek ((ʔaṭwah) during three and one-third days, the so called "outburst of blood period" of committing the felony, he loses the right of being protected and defended by a third party tribe and hence is considered guilty in pursuant to tribal jurisdiction.
The perpetrator guarantor or the so called (Ṣa:ħib ?al-waʤah) makes his primary contacts with the victim's tribe to introduce himself as an interlocutor. The victim's family or tribe may accept or refuse any mediation i . In this case, the interlocutor may resort to famous mediators to have assistance in the course of primary phases of negotiating reconciliation. Besides, the victim's clan may refuse a certain interlocutor to intermediate between them and the perpetrator's tribe, so the offender's family must search for another interlocutor. Al-Oudat (2005: 53) mentions "in choosing the participant in peacemaking process, the mediator looks for influential individuals with relationships to the victim group, since they usually use their standing to reduce the amount of the money settlement".
The delegations (ʤa:hah) ii gather in the diwa:n iii or tent of the perpetrator's tribe and head for the (diwa:n) or tent of reconciliation which has been prepared by the injured party. Black coffee is served before the leader of (ʤa:hah) who in turn refrains from having the cup of coffee till they obtain the approval to conduct the provisional agreement document and follow all the procedures of peacemaking. Meanwhile, the victim's family usually asks for an unaffordable amount of money especially in severe cases like killing, manslaughter and heavy casualties. In this connection, the role of the delegation predominantly emerges to trim down that huge sum of money. Actually, the delegation follows certain convincing strategies associated with religion, the loyalty for the king, and, of course, the traditional law. More concretely, the delegation asks the victim family to lower the amount of money in question for the sake of Allah, then for the sake of the king and esteemed gentry. As a result, the dissenting parties may reach an agreement between them and write it down in the form of a reconciliation decree.
Short-term agreement is of importance in tribal Arab jurisdiction for many considerations. Indeed, if the family of the victim agrees on giving (?aṭwah), it usually implies that they are giving their preliminary consent for the eventual peacemaking. It aims at preventing the victim's family from taking revenge on the perpetrator or his family or patrilineal relatives, resolving the problem, tightening the spot of dispute and making peace. Al-Tal (1997:255) delves into the gravity of the provisional agreement. He mentions that (?aṭwah) aims at reducing disputes, hostility and conflict, preventing the victim family from taking revenge on the offender, and making peace in the society. Besides, he states that (?aṭwah) gives the perpetrator's family a chance to change their place of living especially in severe crimes. Nevertheless, changing the place of living does not imply that the offender will escape with his crime, but it bans the victim's family from any illegal actions against the perpetrator or his family until enforcing the civil or tribal law. Broadly, the provisional agreement of intent is a mechanism to support the official law in Jordan.
Flourishing Creativity & Literacy So, the questions that arise here include to what extent the provisional agreement document follows Grice's maxims and what are the most frequent politeness strategies of both the interactions and documents of the provisional agreement. The discussion to follow is dedicated to answering this question. Before that, I mention the types of provisional agreement of intent for concreteness.
Types of Provisional Agreement of Intent
Abo- Khawsah (1993: 50) · Honors (?aṭwah): It is assigned to crimes of passion and violating the properties. It guarantees that the offender has to be punished. ·
Review of related literature
In this section, I review some literature which tackles similar phenomena. Stein, et al. (1997:233) investigate the ways in which two persons resolve difference in opinions during an argument. They also describe the conflict talk associated with different argument outcomes; they divide the participants in terms of argument outcomes into three categories, a win-loss, standoff, and compromiser. They (1997:259) conclude that without compromise instructions men and women negotiate compromises only 37 % of the time given to talk, while they negotiate compromises 57 % of the time with the compromiser instructions. Their study has implications for other researchers' findings. They show that when men and women choose to end their negotiation in a win-loss, women almost always win. They show that this finding, however, is incompatible with Gilligan's (1982) and Tonnen's (1990) notion that females compromise more with males and do not win negotiations. It should be noted that the present study differs from the previous study in one main perspective. In fact, the present study is oriented toward analyzing the speech acts of the provisional agreement, whereas the former loosely deals with the process of understanding and resolving conflicts. Kangasharju (2002 Kangasharju ( : 1448 expands on the alignment in disagreement in the course of committee meetings. She demonstrates that alliances are typically formed after matter-of-fact statements, stance-takings, and proposals which call for disagreement. The common devices, she adds, used in the first alignment turns are collaborative completion and repletion of the elements of the prior turn. Kangasharju's article shows that alliances achieve four main kinds of tasks in the committee meeting interactions. First, alliances correct statements on the basis of the participants' knowledge. Second, they function as a controlling organ in that they adjust one-sided stance expressed by a co-participant. Thirdly, they are set up in the process of making decisions. Finally, performing in alliance can be rewarding for the members as a social position. Saft (2004:543) investigates contexts for arguing in Japanese university faculty meetings. His study focuses on turntaking organizations used by faculty member participants in two meetings. These turn-taking organizations, in fact, are used to show how talk in one set of meetings is designed to facilitate the onset of argument, while talk in the other set is constructed to discourage participants from exchanging statements of the oppositions. He adds that the organization of talk in the meeting is essential to institutional work used by participants. Saft (2004:551) argues against some Japanese scholars who suggest that the need to maintain harmony and hierarchy prevents Japanese from expressing opinions freely and engaging in activities such as complaining, disputing and arguing.
Al-Qudah (2009) expands on the sociolinguistic functions of exchanged speeches in light of politeness strategies. In his work, Al-Qudah endeavors deeply to probe into the marital engagement, one of the most important Jordanian tribal traditions, as well as its etiquette expressions. This study provides an impression about some happiness procedures in North Jordan and comes up with linguistic components like agreeing, requesting and complimenting. These linguistic components, in fact, constitute linguistic etiquette norms. Besides, sociolinguistic and sociocultural factors like wealth and level of education affect the process of selecting the interlocutor. The present work, however, is different from that of Al-Qudah in more than one perspective. Firstly, some of the politeness strategies that are used in the interactions of the marital engagement are different from those used in the provisional agreement. For instance, the apology strategy is mainly used in the speech delivered in the provisional agreement, while this strategy cannot be utilized in that of the marital engagement. Secondly, the researcher in the present work will investigate the written documents in the provisional agreement, whereas Al-Qudah does not study the document that might be potentially conducted through the process of the marital engagement.
This overview clearly reveals that there are no studies that have dealt with the provisional agreement of intent for caraccident tribal reconciliation in North Jordan. This study, thus, is intended to fill the gap in the area of sociolinguistics and anthropology and to provide us with a linguistic account of this provisional agreement.
Data analysis iv
Having studied the documents of provisional agreements, the researcher finds that most of the documents have the same formula with a subtle difference between them since they all tackle the same crime, namely, car accidents. Nevertheless, this part is mainly dedicated to investigate the provisional agreement documents from both sociolinguistic and pragmatic points of view. To be clear, the proper effect of these documents is achieved by formulating appropriate expressions suitable to the situations as such. In this connection, they have the effect of positive attitudes towards the afflicted person or his family. This effect can account for the fact that the delegation pays a visit to convince the afflicted party to agree to conduct the provisional agreement. If one wrongly supposes that provisional agreement does not have any phatic dimension, then there will be no principled account of the role of the delegation in this process. In fact, the delegation aims at enhancing the situation of the afflicted party before other tribes in North Jordan. Enhancing the situation is carried out both by paying a visit to the afflicted party's guesthouse and by expressing politeness strategies. Therefore, the written expressions of a provisional agreement involve politeness strategies of human relations that may in general fulfill the intent. The researcher finds out three pragmatic strategies shared by most of the provisional agreement documents. These strategies are thanking, praising and loyalty.
Thanking
Thanking is a very important strategy exchanged through the provisional agreement document. Actually, this strategy is maintained as a reaction of agreeing to conduct the decree. It seems that there is a kind of exaggeration through expressing this strategy in the provisional agreement document. This exaggeration can be deduced by using the same expressions: (karam ʕarabi: ?aṢi:l, ħʊsʊn astiqba:lihim). Even though the receiving party may not show high generosity and hospitality in all cases, the delegation exaggerates thanking owing to the fact that the offender's fate is determined by the victim's family. More obviously, the delegation warmly thanks the receiving party for their generosity and hospitality even though the receiving party may not be as generous and hospitable as what is expressed by the following example.
At the end of the decree, the delegation thanks the receivers. Consider the following example: 
The esteemed gentry has nothing to do but to acknowledge debt and express their gratitude to the dignitaries for their warm reception and hospitality.
As a result, the provisional agreement decree shows plentiful politeness which is important for the resolve the tension between the two parties (see, Taha et al 2014, Al-Jarrah et al 2015, and Jarrah 2016 for further discussion on how words can be used to clear tension and safe face.)
Praising
In some provisional agreement documents, the delegation praises the victim's family for the consent given to conduct the provisional agreement document:
‫ﻧﺠﺪ‬ ‫وﻻ‬ ‫اﻟﻤﻮاﻗﻒ‬ ‫أﻧﺒﻞ‬ ‫ﻓﯿﮭﺎ‬ ‫ﺗﺠﺪ‬ ‫اﻟﺘﻲ‬ ‫اﻟﻨﺎس‬ ‫ﻣﻦ‬ ‫اﻟﺼﻔﺮة‬ ‫ﺗﻠﻚ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫إﻻ‬ ‫ذﻟﻚ‬ ‫واﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ‬ ‫واﻟﻘﻮﻣﯿﺔ‬ ‫اﻷﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺔ‬ .
haðihi ?al-maka:rim maʃa:ʕil la: tanṭafi? bal tʊni:r lana: ?aṭ-ṭari:q wa tʊʕallimʊna: ?al-fađi:lah waʃ-ʃaʤa:ʕah. wala: naʤid ða:lik ?il-la: fi: tilka: ?aṢ-Ṣafwah min ?an-na:s ?al-la:ti taʤid fi:ha ?anbal ?l-mawa:qif ?al-?insa:niyyah wal-qawmiyyah wal-ʕarabiyyah
Those noble deeds are flames which light the way and teach us courage and virtue. We only find this in the elite people with human, national and Arab stands.
It sounds very clear that the interlocutor is very polite in conducting this decree. This politeness is present by using the lexical word (?aṢ-Ṣafwah) "elite". He metaphorically considers the act of giving the provisional agreement as lanterns which do not turn off and light our way. However, it is plausible that the interlocutor keeps exaggerating in praising the receiving party. Exaggeration is present by repeating the same expressions in all documents the interlocutor conducts. He mentions that a provisional agreement of intent teaches us how to be courageous, but one thinks that giving a provisional agreement does not always need that courage in all cases of car accidents.
Exaggeration in praising the victim party is very functional at this stage of reconciliation. v This agreement is only temporary and peace-making is not still conducted, so exaggeration in the praising process is a linguistic mechanism to reach peace-making among the dissenting parties. That is, the gentry exaggeratedly praise the victim's party in order to convince the victim's family to agree on peace-making which is the ultimate goal of the provisional agreement of intent. Thus, reaching peace-making entails the delegation to be very polite in this document.
Loyalty
The politeness strategy of loyalty is present in the provisional agreement documents. The formula of loyalty is almost always formalized in the following statement:
‫ﻟﻤﺪة‬ ‫ﻋﻄﻮة‬ ‫اﻋﻄﺎء‬ ‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ ‫اﻻﺗﻔﺎق‬ ‫ﺗﻢ‬ ‫وﻗﺪ‬ ..... ‫واﻟﻤﻠﻚ‬ ‫واﻟﻮطﻦ‬ ‫.اﻛﺮاﻣﺎ‬ waqad tamma ?al-?ittifaq ʕala: ?iʕṭa:? ʕaṭwah limʊddit……?ikra:man lila:h wal-waṭan wal-malik.
We hereby agree on the provisional agreement for……. for the sake of Allah, state and king.
This statement represents the Jordanians' doctrine; i.e., their loyalty is devoted to Allah, the state and the king. Being a member of the Jordanian society, the researcher thinks most of Jordanians have loyalty to their religion, "Islam and Christianity" and their king, Abdullah II. This finding could be illustrated by the fact that all of the provisional agreement documents the researcher collected have the above statement. It is plausible that the afflicted party does not exaggerate in expressing the reason why they give a provisional agreement. The lack of exaggeration is observed in the structure of the above mentioned example. That is, the writer mentions Allah first, then state, then king. If the afflicted party structurally mentioned the king first, they would exaggerate in expressing their loyalty to the king. This result is represented in Islamic teachings that all of Muslims' deeds must be devoted to Allah.
Consider this formula of loyalty:
‫ﻋﺸﯿﺮة‬ ‫ﺗﻜﺮﻣﺖ‬ ..... ‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ ‫اﻟﻜﺮﯾﻤﺔ‬ ‫واﻟﺠﺎھﺔ‬ ‫اﻟﻤﻔﺪى‬ ‫واﻟﻤﻠﻚ‬ ‫ورﺳﻮﻟﮫ‬ ‫اﻛﺮاﻣﺎ‬ ‫ﻋﻄﻮة‬ ‫.اﻋﻄﺎء‬ takarramat ʕaʃi:rat…….?ikra:man lilla:h warasu:lah wal-malik ?al-mʊfadda waʤ-ʤa:hah ?al-karimah ʕala: ?iʕṭa:? ʕaṭwat
Tribe……..generously gives a provisional agreement for the sake of Allah, his prophet, glorious king and esteemed gentry.
This expression supports our claim that the afflicted party does not exaggerate in their loyalty. In this example, they mainly concentrate on their loyalty to religion. This fact is illustrated in the structure of that statement; they first mention Allah and his Prophet, and then the king and esteemed gentry (see, Hammouri et al 2013 for similar analysis).
In a nutshell, Jordanians are loyal to Allah, state and kind. This result is illustrated by performing the act of loyalty in the entire provisional agreement documents the researcher collected from different areas of North Jordan. In addition, no exaggeration seems to be in expressing loyalty since the afflicted party word their approval to conduct the provisional agreement by first stating Allah as a first reason of their approval, then the state, and then the king.
Our next task is to show where the provisional agreement document considers Gricean maxims, the task I take up in the following section.
Gricean Maxims and the Provisional Agreement Document
The pertinent question is "Do the provisional agreement documents in North Jordan observe Grice's cooperative principle?" (Grices's maxims are quoted in Leech(1983:17) ).
The first maxim of quantity is to give the right amount of information; the document must be as informative as required. After precisely examining the amount of information, the researcher finds that most of these documents are one page and no superfluous constituents are present in these documents.
The maxim of quality entails adequate evidence concerning the incident; i.e., the formula of the document does not lack adequate evidence. The content of this document is maintained to express truthful incidents. This point is illustrated in the following examples: The statement indicates that the police can set free the doer of the accident "driver" on the strength of what is stated in the provisional agreement document. However, insurance companies maintain some details concerning the car accidents, so the document in general accomplishes the adequate evidence requirement by mentioning details related to the type of the car in question, its registration number and the state of the car in being licensed covered against car accidents or not. In a nutshell, we can conclude that the provisional agreement document maintains the maxim of quality by stating adequate pieces of evidence about the car accident involved. Leech (1983: 84) states that the maxims of quantity and quality both can be interdependent; the amount of the information the speaker or writer gives is limited by their wishes to avoid telling lies. By virtue of the fact that most of the provisional agreement documents are mainly one page, it indicates that the writers "usually the interlocutor and truce guarantor" of the provisional agreement decree first avoid digression that may lead to controversial opinions and second stating untruthful facts related to the incident itself. In addition, the writers, although repetition is functional in some contexts, do not repeat or paraphrase any of the previously mentioned examples, precisely because the sentences are indicative. This result gives rise to the fact that the maxim of quality and quantity both are almost met in the provisional agreement document.
The maxim of relation "be relevant" has received great interpretations among linguists like Leech. The provisional agreement document is considered relevant to a speech situation if it can be interpreted as contributing to its goals. 
We do not mind releasing the driver from prison
The connection between the interlocutor's offer and the injured party's reply is very simple. It does not show any indirectness in offering or replying. That connection is owing to the fact that the incident itself is a sad occasion and the perpetrator's family are on tenterhooks to conduct the provisional agreement and to get an approval to set free their son who is in prison. Therefore, offering comes to be as direct as possible. On the other hand, the state of the afflicted family, being very sad, obliges them not to use indirectness in replying. It is clear that the maxim of relation is met in the provisional agreement document as a relation to what is offered and replied in the course of the provisional agreement negotiations.
Finally, the maxim of manner can be illustrated in the provisional agreement via making unambiguous structures of the language in order to construct a clear text. Leech (1983: 100) believes that a negative sentence provides evidence for the independent role of this maxim. He considers negative sentences pragmatically less favored than positive ones because they are less informative than their positive counterparts:
Ali was run over by Sami.
Ali was not run over by Muhammad.
The number of people who run over Ali in the negative sentence is much greater than the number of people in the positive sentence. Although the two sentences are completely true, this maxim entails avoiding the negative sentence whenever the positive sentence can be used in its place. Even though these two sentences are true, the afflicted party agrees to give a provisional agreement to tribe X, whereas tribe Y does not need a provisional agreement since no one of that tribe commits any offensive behaviour. Since the provisional agreement documents do not use the negative counterparts of positive ones, we can conclude that the maxim of manner is met in the provisional agreement document.
To sum up, provisional agreement documents are most likely to follow Grice's maxims of quantity, quality, relation and manner.
